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Reviewer's report:

Major revisions

1) There are severe mistakes in grammar and sentences. For example:
   "vitamin B12 supplementation should suggested routinely occur" (Abstract) - meaning is not clear.
   "so it were used in 88% of the patients due to." Sentence not complete
   "died at 73. day postoperative"
   "got four times daily 500 mg calcium" - 500 mg calcium four times daily
   "After RYGBP or DS were regeulary supplemente 21 patients " ????
   "or in the case of insufficient weight loss, it can be suggested a second operation"
   "due to high complication rate of SG procedure is still in discussion" words missing?
   "Ghrelin etc entfernt" ??? is this a note which has not been removed?

   Please perform a complete check of spelling and grammar by a native speaker.

2) concerning BMIs
   - Write "A BMI >35" instead of "A BMI=35" - check this throughout the document
   - avoid " with BMIs" write "patients with a BMI > "

3) Did the patient with the open operation have the colectomy in the same operation? If yes, why?, If not please clarify.

4) include Literature for the option of re-sleeve-gastrectomy if possible.

5) explain abbrevetion: ICSSG

6) Include conclusions concerning nutrient deficiencies in the conclusions, since it is a major topic of the study

7) provide exact dosage of LMW Heparine used.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Not suitable for publication unless extensively edited
Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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